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Abstract—This paper develops an efficient algorithm to learn
and reconstruct from a small measurement samples an air-toground radio map with fine-grained propagation details so as to
predict the signal strength between a wireless equipped UAV and
arbitrary ground users, and ultimately the optimal position of the
UAV as a mobile relay. In this paper, a joint data clustering and
parameter estimation algorithm is developed to learn an multisegment propagation model from energy measurements that may
contain large observation noise. To reduce the reconstruction
complexity, we propose to learn a hidden multi-class virtual
obstacle model to help efficiently predict the air-to-ground channel. Numerical results demonstrate that the channel prediction
error is significantly reduced, and meanwhile, the radio map
reconstruction time is reduced to 1/300.

I. I NTRODUCTION
There is increasing interest exploiting unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) as flying relays to assist wireless communications
in challenging propagation conditions. In particular, one of the
most promising applications is to deploy low altitude UAVs
in dense urban areas to improve the link quality of ground
users that are in deep shadowing of tall buildings or vegetation.
However, such an application is challenging because the UAVuser channel is not known before sending the UAV to the target
position. Therefore, it is essential to learn the air-to-ground
channel for every possible UAV-user location pair.
Most existing works on UAV-assisted wireless communications model the UAV-user channel gain as a deterministic
function of the UAV-user distance [1] or a temporal and
spatial correlated process from the prior measurements taken
at nearby locations [2], [3]. Such macroscopic models may be
applicable to long-range and high altitude UAVs, where the
path loss, rather than the terrain shadowing, dominates channel
gain. However, in cellular network applications, the presence
of the urban architecture or vegetation may critically affect
the performance. To address the shadowing issue, the works
[4]–[7] established a simplified stochastic model to capture
the line-of-sight (LOS) probability of the UAV-user link as a
function of the elevation angle at the user and the distribution
of the buildings. However, such a stochastic model does not
provide specific performance guarantees.
It is not surprising that if the fine-grained air-to-ground
propagation including deterministic shadowing effects is
known, a better performance may be achieved [8], since the
optimal UAV position can be adaptive to the actual shadowing
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at the user side rather than merely based on a stochastic
shadowing model.
To learn a fine-grained radio map, there are three types of
methods considered in the literature: nonparametric methods
such as kernel regression [9], semi-parametric methods such
as segmented regression [10], [11], and methods based on 3D
terrain maps [12], [13]. The kernel methods need to maintain
a big table for all the measurement data, since it predicts
the channel gain by combining the prior data measured at
nearby locations [9]. Such a method is difficult to scale to a
large environment, because the channel gain depends on both
the UAV and user locations, which form a high-dimensional
space. The segmented model [10], [11] exploits some parametric structure based on the log-distance propagation property.
Specifically, it classifies the target area into several propagation
segments and learns individual propagation laws for each
segment. Although it makes better prediction than the kernel
method, it stills need to store all the measurement data in
order to performance propagation segment classification [11],
and hence, it is difficult to scale. Map-based channel prediction
approaches [12], [13] exploit sophisticated 3D channel models
that take into account the signal diffraction at rooftops and
reflection at walls [12], [13]; however, the prediction error
can be as large as 10 – 20 dB compared to the measurement
data as reported in [13]. In general, propagation is not a simple
function of the shapes of the surrounding objects, but it also
depends on whether the object is a concrete wall or a tree. Note
that in the application of optimizing the UAV position, 10 dB
difference in the channel gain can make a a big difference
in the optimal UAV position. Moreover, up-to-date 3D city
is usually not available. Therefore, it is highly motivated
to develop an air-to-ground channel model to achieve better
tradeoffs between complexity and precision.
This paper aims at developing efficient algorithms to learn
a fine-grained air-to-ground channel for arbitrary UAV and
user location pairs. Towards this end, we propose a segmented
propagation model based on a hidden multi-class virtual
obstacle model. Specifically, we reverse-engineer a multiclass virtual obstacle map based on the multiple propagation
segments that are estimated from the sample data. Preliminary
results have been developed in [14] for the LOS/NLOS two
segment case. In the prediction phase, the air-to-ground channel is reconstructed using a direct path ray-tracing approach
based on the estimated multi-class virtual obstacle map. As
a result, the proposed model only needs to store the obstacle maps, which are 2D data arrays, together with several
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deviation of ξ is roughly 2 dB. Such an observation motivates
a segmented channel model as follows.
Let D ⊆ R6 be the domain of all possible UAV-user position
pairs of interest. Consider a partition of D into K + 1 disjoint
segments: D = D0 ∪ D1 ∪ · · · ∪ DK , where Dk ∩ Dj = ∅, for
k 6= j. The air-to-ground propagation is modeled as
γ(x) =

K
X

k=1

Figure 1. An urban city map captured at center Washington DC in USA,
where the left image shows the orthoimagery of the area and the right image
shows the building heights obtained from the LIDAR data taken at 2013
available at the USGS database.

propagation parameters. By contrast, the kernel methods and
existing segmented approaches [9]–[11] need to store 6D UAVuser channel measurement data. Hence, the proposed method
can be understood as projecting the high-dimensional data
to dimension-reduced 2D data arrays under a hidden raytracing model. Our numerical results demonstrate significantly
improved accuracy on radio map reconstruction and a 300-time
run-time acceleration.
II. S YSTEM

(1)
where I{A} is an indicator function taking value 1 if A is true,
and 0 otherwise. The random variables ξk , k = 1, 2, . . . , K,
are assumed to follow N (0, σk2 ) and capture the local shadowing effect. The variable ξ0 is modeled as N (β0 +α0 dL (x), σ02 )
to capture the outliers (i.e., “background noise”) that cannot fit
to either one of the propagation segments k = 1, 2, . . . , K. The
motivation of the outlier segment D0 is to keep the variance
σk2 for propagation segments k = 1, 2, . . . , K small (typically
less than 10 dB), while D0 is also kept small (the variance σ02
is allowed to be large).
We aim at developing efficient algorithms to learn the
parameters αk , βk , and Dk , and to predict the channel gain
at every possible UAV-user location pair x ∈ R6 using the
following formula

MODEL

A. Geographical Topology
Consider to learn the air-to-ground channel between a UAV
flying above the ground and a user at the street level in an
urban environment. An example topology is shown in Fig. 1.1
The building heights and the bulk of the vegetation are not
known.
This paper focuses on the long-term channel gain that captures the path loss and the shadowing, which depends on not
only the UAV-user distance but also the objects surrounding
the user, such as buildings and vegetation.
B. Segmented Channel Model
Let x = (xD , xU ) be a UAV-user location pair, where
xD , xU ∈ R3 denote the location of the UAV and the user,
respectively. Let dL (x) , 10 log10 d(x) be the log-distance,
where d(x) = kxD − xU k2 is the UAV-user distance. Conventionally, a stochastic model of the channel gain in dB is
given as γ(x) = β + αdL (x) + ξ(x), where α is the path
loss exponent, β is the offset that can be measured as at the
reference point d = 1 meter (i.e., dL = 0), and ξ(x) is modeled
as a random variable that captures the global shadowing effect
such as signal blockage, diffraction, and reflection.
From the measurement data in [10], [15], the random
variable ξ usually has a high variance (up to 40 dB [10]). On
the other hand, it is also observed that when the measurement
location is restricted to a small area x ∈ D, the channel
model γ(x) has a small variance for the random variable
ξ(x) [10], [15]. For example, the measurement results in [10]
show that, when one focuses on individual streets, the standard
1 LIDAR


βk + αk dL (x) + ξk I{x ∈ Dk } + ξ0 I{x ∈ D0 }

(light detection and ranging) is a remote sensing method to
measure ranges from an aerial plane to the ground.

γ̂(x) =

K
X

k=1


βk + αk dL (x) I{x ∈ Dk }

(2)

with rare exceptions where γ̂(x) is not defined in x ∈ D0 .
Note that the smaller variances σk2 , k = 1, 2, . . . , K are,
the better precision γ̂(x) in (2) can achieve. Intuitively, the
more segments K can be characterized, the smaller segment
variance σk2 , and the higher precision of the prediction model
γ̂(x).
The learning and prediction are based on a set of channel
measurements y (i) = γ(x(i) ) at different locations {x(i) , i =
1, 2, . . . , N }.

Remark 1 (Practical Scenarios that Motivate D0 ). Consider
that the user locates at a street corner and the UAV locates at a
position such that the direct propagation path touches the edge
of a building. A slight change of the UAV or the user positions
may result in the change of propagation segments according to
(2), which leads to a significantly different predicted channel
gain γ̂(x). For example, γ̂(x) may equal to either γLOS (x) =
βLOS + αLOS dL (x) or γNLOS (x) = βNLOS + αNLOS dL (x).
However, in practice, the measured channel gain γ(x) may
equal to a value between γLOS and γNLOS due to energy from
scattered paths. Therefore, classifying such a scenario to either
pure LOS or pure NLOS case may lead to huge variance σk2
and large parameter estimation errors for αk and βk . As a
result, introducing an outlier region D0 to kick out such rare
scenarios may improve the robustness of model (1) in practice.
C. Multi-class Virtual Obstacle Model
Note that the propagation segments Dk are characterized by
a set of location points in R6 . Nevertheless, there is a hidden
sparse structure of Dk that can be exploited for reducing
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(a) Ray-tracing on actual topology with 3D scattered paths

(b) Multi-class virtual obstacle model with effective direct paths
Figure 2. The virtual obstacle model in (b) approximates the propagation
over all scattered paths in (a) by an equivalent direct path that passes through
effective virtual obstacles. For example, the propagation from the second UAV
in (a) (including reflection and diffraction) is approximated by an effective
direct path which penetrates a light (wooden) wall located at the jth location
in (b).

the model dimension. Specifically, we propose a multi-class
virtual obstacle model as follows.
Without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.), assume that D1 is the
LOS segment, and the propagation in segment Dk is less
obstructed than that in Dk+1 , for k = 1, 2, . . . , K −1. Consider
to discretize the terrain of interest into M equally spaced grids,
and label the grids with integers j = 1, 2, . . . , M . For each
location j, there may occupy one virtual obstacle from the
K − 1 classes, where a class-k obstacle is less obstructed than
a class-(k + 1) obstacle, k = 1, 2, . . . , K − 2.
Conceptually, the virtual obstacle model tries to approximate the propagation over all scattered paths (Fig. 2 (a)) by
an equivalent direct path that passes through effective virtual
obstacles (Fig. 2 (b)). Such a model makes it possible to
reverse engineer a virtual obstacle topology based on the
propagation segments Dk , k = 1, 2, . . . , K. Specifically, if
the UAV-user location pair is in the LOS propagation segment,
x ∈ D1 , there must be no obstacle blocking the direct ray from
the UAV position xD to the user position xU as illustrated by
the (i − 1)th direct ray in Fig. 2 (b). Likewise, if x belongs to
a NLOS segment, there must be a wall blocking the direct ray
as shown by the (i + 1)th direct ray in Fig. 2 (b). Moreover,
in the case of K = 3 propagation segments, if x is in an
obstructed LOS (OLOS) segment, x ∈ D2 , it may suggest
that a (virtual) light wall (or vegetation), instead of a concrete
wall, may block the direct ray.
Mathematically, given Dk , k = 1, 2, . . . , K, the multi-class
virtual obstacle model is defined as a set of vectors h[k] , k =

3

1, 2, . . . , K − 1, satisfying the following conditions:
• Direct rays: A direct ray R(x), that is a line segment
joining a user position xU and a UAV position xD for
location pair x = (xU , xD ), belongs to class-k if x ∈ Dk .
• Virtual obstacle maps: A virtual obstacle map of class-k
is an M -array vector h[k] with the jth entry representing
the height of a class-k obstacle at the corresponding jth
grid location. Moreover, any class-k direct ray R(x), x ∈
Dk and k > 1, must penetrate at least one class-(k −
1) virtual obstacle, but it does not penetrate any virtual
′
obstacles with class k > k − 1. A class-1 direct ray
must not pass any obstacle. Here, a direct ray R(x(i) ) is
said to penetrate a virtual class-k obstacle at location j if
(i)
[k]
(i)
zj < hj , where zj is the height above ground when
the direct ray R(x(i) ) passes over grid location j.

Remark 2 (Physical Interpretation). The objective of the
virtual obstacle model is not to estimate the actual terrain
topology (such as that in Fig. 2 (a)), but to construct a
virtual obstacle topology to fit the propagation segments Dk
under a simplified direct ray model as illustrated in Fig. 2
(b). For example, the diffracted and reflected in Fig. 2 (a)
may result in classifying the location pair x(i) to an OLOS
propagation segment (in K = 3 case). Correspondingly, one
may approximate such scenario by putting a wood wall at
location j in Fig. 2 (b) to block the ith direct ray.

In summary, the goal of this paper is to learn the segment
propagation model {αk , βk , Dk , k = 1, 2, . . . , K} based on
some training measurements {x(i) , y (i) }, estimate the virtual
obstacle map {h[k] , k = 1, 2, . . . , K − 1}, and based on these,
reconstruct the air-to-ground channel for every possible UAVuser location x.
III. J OINT C LUSTERING AND R EGRESSION
P RESENCE OF O UTLIERS

WITH THE

In this section, we perform joint cluster and regression to
learn the segmented model with the presence of outliers from
training energy measurements {(x(i) , y (i) ) : i = 1, 2, . . . , N }.
A. Identify the Outliers
(i)

(i)

(i)

Let c(i) = (c0 , c2 , . . . , cK ) be the cluster label to
(i)
estimate, where ck = 1 means that the data sample (x(i) , y (i) )
(i)
is clustered to the kth segment, and ck = 0 otherwise. Note
PK (i)
(i)
that ck ∈ {0, 1} and k=0 ck = 1.
(i)
Given that ck = 1, segmented channel model (1) yields
y = αk dL (x) + βk + ξk

(3)

where ξk ∼ N (0, σk2 ) holds for k = 0, 1, . . . , K. The joint
probability density function (PDF) pk (x, y) for (x(i) , y (i) )
(i)
conditioned on ck = 1 is thus given by


(y − αk dL (x) − βk )2
1
. (4)
exp −
pk (x, y) = √
2σk2
2πσk
Note that the energy measurements tend to cluster to one
of the K segments k = 1, 2, . . . , K with small variance σk2 ,
whereas, the outliers may deviate from any of the cluster
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centers. Such property can be exploited to identify the outliers,
and a simple algorithm can be designed by setting a threshold
on the maximum deviation of the measured energy y (i) form
the segment center αk dL (x(i) )+βk , e.g., |y −αk dL (x)−βk | <
2σk . However, a more systematic way that can benefit from
the Bayesian framework is to model the outlier segment using
a Gaussian model N (α0 dL (x) + β0 , σ02 ) with large enough
variance σ02 (a typical choice can be σ0 = 20), where the
parameters α0 and β0 are fit to the entire dataset, i.e., as a
least-squared solution to
minimize
α0 ,β0

N
X
i=1

(y (i) − α0 dL (x(i) ) − β0 )2 .

As a result, an outlier (x(i) , y (i) ) will appear to have small
probabilities pk for k = 1, 2, . . . , K, and relatively large probability p0 (since the propagation segments k = 1, 2, . . . , K are
concentrated).
B. Maximum Likelihood Estimation
To estimate the remaining parameters, the maximum likelihood approach derived in [11] can be directly applied. The
overall solution is summarized as follows:
(t)
• Soft clustering: Let θ
be the parameter obtained from
the tth iteration. The clustering result after the tth iteration is given by

•

pk (x(i) , y (i) θ (t) )πk
(i)
ĉk (θ (t) ) = PK
(5)
(i) (i) θ (t) )π
j
j=0 pj (x , y
PN (i)
(t+1)
and in addition, πk
= N1 i=1 ĉk for k =
0, 1, . . . , K.
Parameter regression: For k = 1, 2, . . . , K,
PN (i)  (i)
(t+1)
(t+1) 2
ĉ y − αk
dL (x(i) ) − βk
(t+1) 2
= i=1 k
σk
PN (i)
i=1 ĉk
(6)
where

 N
X (i)
(i)
(i)
#
"
ĉk dL (x )y 

(t+1)


αk
−1  i=1

= Ak 
(t+1)
N

X
βk


(i)
ĉk y (i)
i=1

and



N
X


 i=1
Ak = 
N
 X

i=1

(i)
ĉk dL (x(i) )2
(i)

ĉk dL (x(i) )

N
X

i=1
N
X

(i)
ĉk dL (x(i) )
(i)

ĉk

i=1





.



IV. E STIMATION OF THE H IDDEN
M ULTI - CLASS V IRTUAL O BSTACLE M AP
To associate the propagation segments Dk , k = 1, 2, . . . , K,
with the hidden virtual obstacle map, one needs to jointly
consider the topology of all the buildings and the direct
rays from all the UAV-user location pairs in the training
dataset. In general, the association is not unique (due to finite

Table I
R ELATION BETWEEN PROPAGATION SEGMENTS AND THE LABEL
VARIABLES UNDER THE CASE OF K = 3 SEGMENTS .
(i)

(i)

Scenario

Segment

Segment label c(i)

Ray label (L1 , L2 )
(1,1)

LOS

D1

(1,0,0)

OLOS

D2

(0,1,0)

(0,1)

NLOS

D3

(0,0,1)

(0,0)

training dataset) nor is it consistent (due to measurement and
propagation segment classification errors). In this section, we
first study the geometry characterization of the model, and
then we propose a likelihood approach to find an estimate of
the virtual obstacle map.
A. Geometry Characterization
For the direct ray R(x(i) ) from the ith UAV-user location
(i)
pair, let Lk , k = 1, 2, . . . , K − 1, be a binary variable to
indicate whether the direct ray is in “virtual” LOS excluding
′
the (light) blockage due to virtual obstacles below class k <
k. Specifically,
(
′
1
no virtual obstacle of class k ≥ k
(i)
Lk =
′
0
some virtual obstacle of k ≥ k.
Equivalently, it follows that
(i)
Lk

=

k
X

c(i)
m

(7)

m=1
(i)

which suggests that Lk = 1 if and only if x(i) is in
(i)
propagation segment D1 ∪ D2 ∪ · · · ∪ Dk , and Lk = 0 if
(i)
and only if x ∈ Dk+1 ∪ Dk+2 ∪ · · · ∪ DK .
For example, in Fig. 2 (b), the (i − 1)th direct ray has
(i−1)
L1
= 1, which means there is not any obstacle blocking
(i)
the (i − 1)th direct ray; for the ith direct ray, L1 = 0, which
(i)
means there is some blockage, and L2 = 1, which means
there is no (heavy) blockage from class-2 virtual obstacle or
(i+1)
(i+1)
above; for the (i + 1)th direct ray, L1
= L2
= 0 means
there is blockage by virtual obstacles (as heavy as) class-2.
(i)
Table I summarizes the relation between the ray labels Lk
(i)
and the segment label c under K = 3 segment case.
Association can be made between the geometry of the direct
rays and the topology of the virtual obstacles as follows. For
each UAV-user position pair x(i) , denote B (i) as the set of
grids that the ground projection of the direct ray R(x(i) ) (see
Section II-C) passes through. For each grid location j ∈ B (i) ,
(i)
denote zj as the altitude above ground when the direct ray
R(x(i) ) passes over grid location j (see Fig. 2 (b)). It follows
that
(i)
(i)
[k]
(8)
Lk = I{hj ≤ zj , j ∈ B (i) }
which means that if there is no virtual obstacle of class-k
blocking the ith direct ray, then the height of the obstacle must
be less than the altitude of the direct ray for all corresponding
grid locations j ∈ B (i) .
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B. A Likelihood Approach for Virtual Obstacle Estimation
From (5) and (7), an estimate of
(i)
(i)
(i)
by L̂k = E{Lk } = P{Lk }, and

(i)
Lk

∈ {0, 1} can be given

k
X
 (i)
ĉ(i)
P Lk =
m.

(9)

m=1

(i)

(i)

(i)

Let z(i) = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zM ) be the altitude vector, where
(i)
/ B (i) and Hmax is an upper bound of the
zj = Hmax for j ∈
virtual obstacle height. The likelihood function of the height
[k]
[k]
[k]
vector h[k] = (h1 , h2 , . . . , hM ) of class-k virtual obstacles
can be derived using Bayes’ rule as


P{h[k] = z} = P h[k] = z h[k]  z(i) P h[k]  z(i)


+ P h[k] = z h[k]  z(i) P h[k]  z(i)

where a  b means aj ≤ bj for all elements j, and a  b
means aj > bjfor at least one element.
(i)
(i)
Note that P h[k] = z h[k] 
 z[k] = 0[k]if z (i)z . On
(i)
the other hand, if z  z , P h = z h  z
≤ 1.
Therefore,


P h[k] = z h[k]  z(i) ≤ I z  z(i)

(i)
= I zj ≤ zj , j ∈ B (i)

where the probability function is upper bounded by a trust
region
specified by the indicator function I{·}. Similarly,

P h[k] = z h[k]  z(i) = 0 if z  z(i) ,and it is upper
bounded by 1 otherwise. Moreover, since P h[k]  z(i) =
Pk
(i)
m=1 ĉm due to (8) and (9), we have
k
X

(i)
P{h[k] = z} ≤ I zj ≤ zj , j ∈ B (i)
ĉ(i)
m

decrease, when one increases zj from 0 to 1. Therefore, a
bisection search type algorithm can be used to find the best zj
while fixing all the other elements. The process of alternating
update is repeated until convergence. It is observed from our
numerical experiment that the algorithm can usually converge
after less than M round updates of z.
The complexity of one round update of z is O(M 1.5 N ).
Specifically, to update each zj , one needs to√compute N
summations, in which, there are at most |B (i) | ≤ M comparisons. Thus, the complexity to update one zj is O(M 1/2 N ),
where the constant depends on the implementation of a bisection search for zj .
C. Air-to-ground Channel Reconstruction
For any UAV-user location pair x = (xD , xU ), let B(x)
be the set of grid locations j where the direct ray joining
xD and xU passes over. Define zj (x), j ∈ B(x), as the
altitude when the direct ray passes over grid j. Similar to
(i)
[k]
(8), define Lk (x, ĥ[k] ) = I{ĥj ≤ zj (x), j ∈ B(x)} for
k = 1, 2, . . . , K − 1. From (7) and since ck ∈ {0, 1}, one has
I{x ∈ Dk } = ck (x) ≈

k−1
Y

m=1

Y
 K−1
1−Lm(x, ĥ[k] )
Lm (x, ĥ[k] ).
m=k

Using the regression parameters α̂k and β̂k obtained from Section III, the air-to-ground radio map γ̂(x) can be reconstructed
as
K
X

k=1

Y
Y
 K−1
 k−1
1 − Lm (x, ĥ[k] )
β̂k − α̂k dL (x)
Lm (x, ĥ[k] ).
m=1

m=k

(12)

m=1

k



X

(i)
1−
ĉ(i)
+ 1 − I zj ≤ zj , j ∈ B (i)
m .
m=1

(10)

Applying (10) to all location pairs {x(i) } and clustering
(i)
labels {ĉm }, we define an aggregate likelihood function as
N
1 X
P{h[k] = z}
N i=1
k
N 
X
1 X 
(i)
(i)
I zj ≤ zj , j ∈ B
ĉ(i)
≤
m
N i=1
m=1

k



X

(i)
1−
ĉ(i)
+ 1 − I zj ≤ zj , j ∈ B (i)
m
m=1

, Vk (z)

and the estimated heights of the obstacles are given by
ĥ[k] =

argmax Vk (z),
0zHmax 1

k = 1, 2, . . . , K − 1.

(11)

An alternating algorithm can be applied to solve (11), where
[k]
the elements hj can be updated one by one while fixing
all the other elements. As Vk (z) is a likelihood function,
Vk (zj ; z1 , z2 , . . . , zj−1 , zj+1 , . . . , zM ) may first increase then

V.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The urban map for numerical experiment is shown in Fig.
1. The maximum building height in the area is 40 meter. The
true radio map is constructed via K = 3 propagation segments
based on whether there is a building or vegetation in the way
of the direct signal path from the orthoimagery and the building/vegetation heights of the area. The propagation parameters
are chosen as (α1 , β1 , σ12 ) = (−2.2, −28, 1), (α2 , β2 , σ22 ) =
(−2.8, −24, 2), and (α3 , β3 , σ32 ) = (−3.6, −22, 3). In the
training phase, the UAV is deployed at 400 locations in a
uniform pattern with a fixed 50 meter altitude, where at
each location, the UAV measures signal strength from 100
uniformly random user locations on the streets.
To reconstruct the air-to-ground radio map at UAVuser
the KNN baseline computes γ̂KNN (x) =
P location x, (m)
K(x,
x
)y (m) , where N (x) is the set of 5 nearm∈N (x)
est points to x from the training set {x(i) }. In addition,
′
′
K(x, x ) = λ exp{−kx − x k22 /(2s(x)2 )}, in which s(x)2 is
′
′
the variance of kx − xP
k2 for x ∈ N (x) and λ is a normalizing factor such that m∈N (x) K(x, x(m) ) = 1. The direct
reconstruction baseline [11] first determines the propagation
segment of x using KNN and then applies the corresponding
regression function in (2). The proposed reconstruction is
obtained from (12).
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(a) True radio map
Figure 3.

(b) KNN

(c) Direct reconstruction [11]

(d) Proposed

Air-to-ground radio map reconstruction for every UAV location with fixed altitude 50 meters to a user locating at (87, 123, 0) in meters.

Table II
RUN TIME AND R ECONSTRUCTION E RROR P ERFORMANCE

Run-time (sec)

Mean absolute error (dB)
HUAV = 50 (m)

HUAV = 70 (m)

KNN

463

3.6

5.2

Direct [11]

465

3.2

5.0

Proposed

1.50

2.2

2.6

Fig. 3 shows the reconstruction for a user locating at
(87, 123, 0) in meters and a UAV at 50 meter altitude. The proposed approach is able to roughly reconstruct the fine-grained
propagation structure due to different types of blockage with
accurate prediction on the channel gain inside each propagation segment. Table II compares the run-time for constructing
a 93×94 radio map and the mean absolute error averaging over
100 different user locations. The proposed method reduces the
run-time by 300 times and also significantly reduces the mean
absolute error of channel prediction.

VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper develops an efficient algorithm to learn and
reconstruct the air-to-ground radio channel that captures the
fine-grained propagation structure. First, a robust joint clustering and regression algorithm is developed to cluster the
training locations to different propagation segments. Then, a
hidden multi-class virtual obstacle model, which approximates
the air-to-ground propagation by a set of direct rays passing
through effective virtual obstacles, is estimated. Finally, the
air-to-ground channel is reconstructed for every UAV-user
location pair using direct path ray-tracing analysis based on
the estimated multi-class virtual obstacle map. Our numerical
results demonstrate significantly reduced channel prediction
errors and 300X acceleration in radio map reconstruction.
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